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ABSTRACT
A method of simulating the interaction between an
architectural environment and human action in the
environment is described. The computational model
is composed of a model for building simulation, a
model for action simulation, and a model to mediate
the simulation models. This model is being
developed to find the environmentally symbiotic
actions and the knowledge and beliefs that people are
encouraged to acquire to perform such actions. There
might be no room in the majority of traditional
simulation to model an occupant as the individual
that has desire, belief, and intention. The proposed
model may provide a solution to complement the
disadvantage.

INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to provide an approach
to seek the environmentally symbiotic actions and
lifestyles by simulating the transactional relation
between man and environment. This paper explains a
method of coupling human action simulation, which
focuses on how a person interacts with its
environment, and building simulation, which focuses
on the thermal behavior of a building. The method is
the extension of the framework proposed elsewhere
(Fujii, 1989; Fujii and Nakai, 1997; Gero and Fujii,
2000; Fujii 2001).
One of the important roles of environmental design
is to construct the desirable relation between man and
environment by making a building form. It is well
known that the problems on global environment
could not be solved only by engineering approaches
since how people act in the environment has great
influence on how the environment changes. An
action is not determined only by the state of the
environment. However, in the authors’ knowledge, it
is common in building simulation to treat human
action as one of the boundary conditions like the
local climate or as if it is determined like a
thermostat switch. An action is intended by the agent
who performs the action with respect to the situation
the agent perceives, the desire the agent has, and the
things the agent believes or knows. So is an

environmentally symbiotic action. In addition, an
action changes the environment and the new
environment has the influence upon the succeeding
action. Therefore, it is necessary for building
simulation to handle these factors and the dynamic
and transactional relation between man and
environment. It is apparent that the current issues
concerning the global environment are brought about
by the interaction between the human activities and
the state and transition of the environment. It is not
realistic to look for the keys to solution of the issues
by separating an architectural environment from the
human activities.
Even though it is not easy to verify at this point the
significance of this research effort since it is an ongoing project, it is safe to say that the proposed
model enables us to perform the parametric studies
where the major variables are people’s belief and
knowledge related to the actions to control building
environment. From such parametric studies, it might
be possible to excerpt a set of that beliefs and
knowledge that encourage people to perform
environmentally symbiotic actions. It is assumed, in
this research, that the decision what to do is made on
the basis of the beliefs and knowledge. On the other
hand, it is possible to estimate the effectiveness of
the existing tips to save the global environment by
describing the tips in terms of beliefs and knowledge
in the proposed model. Furthermore, the model
could produce the phenomena that simulate the
fuzziness in the manual controls, especially the starts
and stops, of HVAC devices. It is expected that a
membership function for the automatic fuzzy control
of HVAC is constructed on the basis of the
simulation result.
Unlike the majority of the building simulation
papers, this paper focuses on a model of the process
that a certain action is intended in a certain
environment and how the model is coupled with a
building simulation model. The next chapter
explains the framework of the simulation of the
interaction between man and environment. A
simulation example follows the explanation. On the
basis of the observation in the simulation example, it
is discussed that the simulation example implicates
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that the human properties, which is not reduced into
the parameters popular in physics, can be dealt with
in building simulation. We expand the discussion
into the role of building simulation in the
exploration to environmentally symbiotic architecture
and lifestyles.

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF MAN
– ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION

its internal state constructed based on the information
from ASM as well as the current internal state. ASM
changes the state when the Agent’s action is
completely performed. The changes in the state in
ASM are transferred to AEM. AEM updates the state
of the indoor climate so that the state is consistent
with the state in ASM.
ASM

AEM
State of AEM (t)

State of ASM

Framework of Interaction Model
Sensation & Cognition

We assume that the interaction between man and
environment is computationally represented as
follows. A human perceives a situation that describes
the relation between itself and its environment. The
perceived relation is dependent on the state of the
human and that of the environment. The human
performs an action based on the situation and the
concepts related to the action. The action directly or
indirectly affects both the human and the
environment, and the relation between the human and
the environment changes. The concepts related to the
action are formed through the record of the perception
and the action.
Following the assumption mentioned above, the
framework of a computational model of manenvironment interaction, which is composed of three
sub-models, i.e., an architectural environment model,
an architectural space model, and an agent model, is
constructed. The architectural environment model (or
AEM, in short) represents information used to
calculate, based on physics, the behavior of
architectural environment. The information in AEM
is abstracted from the configuration of the building,
the indoor climate, the occupants, and the relation
among them. The architectural space model (or ASM,
in short) describes in a language of logic the
configuration of the building, the indoor climate, the
occupant, the relation among them, and their changes.
ASM represents a state of affairs upon which the
occupant perceives the situation and a course of event
that is brought about in the case that the occupant
performs an action or the indoor climate changes.
The agent model (or Agent, in short) represents each
occupant in a building. Agent focuses on what an
occupant perceives and does under a certain situation.
Agent contains a computational model of cognitive
process that couples perception and action. More
details of each sub-model are described later.
The interaction between man and environment is
modeled by coupling AEM and Agent through ASM.
We call the model a man-environment system model
(or MES, in short). The information flow in MES is
shown in figure 1. Agent acquires information about
architectural space including its indoor climate from
ASM, and plans to perform a certain action based on

Agent

Desire Process
Planning

Modification of
State Equation
Numerical
Calculation

New State of ASM

trigger

State of AEM (t+1)

trigger
Time Tick

Figure 1 Coupling AEM, ASM, and Agent
Architectural Space Model – ASM
ASM represents the state of an architectural space and
the changes in the state that are brought about when a
certain event occurs. Once we have a system to
describe the elements of the state, a change in the
state is described as the replacement of an element,
which is in the state before the change, by another
element, which is in the state after the change.
State of Architectural Space
ASM describes a state of an architectural space as a
collection of atomic sentences of predicate logic,
which we call a state description unit (or SDU, in
short). Each atomic sentence represents a state of an
individual that works as unit to depict a state of the
architectural space. SDU has the form of p(a). Where,
a and p in p(a) refers to an individual and one of the
properties of the individual, respectively, and p(a)
means that the individual referred by a has the
characteristic referred by p or is in the state referred
by p.
An example might help to understand how an
architectural space is depicted in ASM. Figure 2
shows an architectural space composed of walls, a
window, a door, and an air conditioner. Suppose that
we focus only on the window and the air conditioner.
Let symbol w and a be the individuals corresponding
to the window and the air conditioner, respectively.
The fact that w is a window is expressed as
window(w). The fact that a is an air conditioner is
expressed as aircon(a). Suppose also that we are
interested in two states of the window, i.e., open or
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closed, and three states of the air conditioner, i.e., off,
low, high. Let these states be referred by the
following symbols: open, closed, power_off,
power_low, and power_high. A set of all SDU’s
composed of w, a, window, aircon, open, closed,
power_off, power_low, and power_high is show
below. BasExp refers to the set. With this symbol
system, every state in our interest is expressed as one
of the subsets of BasExp. The descriptions such as
window(a) and aircon(w) may seem to be confusing
as well as meaningless to describe the example of
architectural space shown in figure 2. Please note that
it is determined, on the basis of the ontology
explained below, whether a subset of BasExp is
meaningful or not with respect to the example. For
example, the descriptions including window(a) or
aircon(w) will be excluded since the ontology
†
defines that window(w) and aircon(a) have to hold
always and for any entity x window(x) and aircon(x)
never hold at the same time.

Ï window( w), aircon( a),
Ô
Ô"x. ÿ( window( x ) Ÿ aircon( x )) ,
Ô"x. window x ´ closed x ⁄ open x ,
( )
( )
( ))
Ô (
Ô"x. ÿ(closed ( x ) Ÿ open ( x )) ,
Ô
ˆ
Ô Ê aircon( x ) ´
˜
q =Ì Á
Ô"x.Á power _ off ( x ) ⁄ power _ low( x ) ˜,
˜
Ô ÁË⁄ power _ high( x )
¯
Ô
Ô"x. ÿ( power _ off ( x ) Ÿ power _ low( x )) ,
Ô"x. ÿ power _ off x Ÿ power _ high x ,
( )
( ))
(
Ô
Ô"x. ÿ( power _ low( x ) Ÿ power _ high( x ))
Ó

(
(

)

)

(
(
(

)

)
)

Table 1 States of Architectural Space
STATE
s1
s2
s3

Ï window( w),closed ( w ),open ( w),
Ô
Ô aircon( w), power _ off ( w ),
Ô power _ low ( w), power _ high( w),
BasExp = Ì
Ô window( a),closed ( a ),open ( a),
Ô aircon( a), power _ off ( a ),
Ô power _ low a , power _ high a
( )
( )
Ó

s4
s5
s6

DESCRIPTION

{window(w ), closed(w ),aircon(a ), power _ off (a)}
{window(w ), open(w ),aircon(a ), power _ off (a)}
{window(w ), closed(w ),aircon(a ), power _ low (a )}
{window(w ), open(w ),aircon(a ), power _ low (a )}
{window(w ), closed(w ),aircon(a ), power _ high (a)}
{window(w ), open(w ),aircon(a ), power _ high (a)}

State Change in Architectural Space
†

Figure 2 Example of Architectural Space
†

Some collections of SDU’s are not consistent with
our understanding
†
of the architectural spaces in the
actual world. For example, a collection of SDU’s
†
including
{open(w), closed(w)} refers to the state
where the
individual
w is both open and closed. To
†
exclude such collections, we employ ontology.
†
Ontology,
here, makes a collection of SDU’s
logically
consistent
if and only if the state referred by
†
the collection refers to the possible state of an
architectural space in the actual world. In the formal
sense, ontology is expressed as a collection of wellformed sentences in logic that are assumed always
true, i.e., a theory. The ontology, Q, for the
architectural space in figure 2 is shown below. The
states that are consistent with respect to the ontology
are shown in table 1.

A state of an architectural space in ASM changes into
another state when there occurs an event or Agent
performs an action. Let si and sj be two state
descriptions. The change from the state described as
si to the state described as sj is expressed as <si, sj>.
The intersection, F, of si and sj is a collection of
SDU’s that refers to the unchanged portion of
between si and sj. Let si’ and sj’ be equal to si - F
and sj - F, respectively. Then, the actual change in
<si, sj> is expressed as <si’, sj’>. We call the latter
an essential change. If an action whose essential
change is <si’, sj’> is successfully performed in the
state described as si, then the state after the action
becomes (si - si’)» sj’. The state where the window
is closed is changed into the state where the window
is open by an action to open window.
An action whose essential change is <si’, sj’> is
applicable in the state described as D if si’ is a subset
of D. It strengthen the precondition, si’, to add a
collection of SDU’s, D +. In this case, si’»D + has to
be a subset of D so that the action is applicable. In
addition, (si - si’)» sj’ is required to be at least
consistent with respect to the given ontology. Table
2 describes the precondition and the essential change
of some actions in the architectural space whose
states are shown in Table 1.
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Table 2 Condition and Essential Change of Action

window close
window open
AC on
AC higher
AC lower
AC off

D+

ESSENTIAL CHANGE
BEFORE
AFTER

{window(X)}
{window(X)}
{aircon(X)}
{aircon(X)}
{aircon(X)}
{aircon(X)}

{open(X)}
{closed(X)}
{closed(X)}
{open(X)}
{power_off(X)} {power_on(X)}
{power_low(X)} {power_high(X)}
{power_high(X)}{power_low(X)}
{power_on(X)} {power_off(X)}

Architectural Environment Model – AEM
AEM represents the state of an architectural
environment and the changes in the state.
Equation 1 represents AEM. Where, S A , S E , and S Eo
refer to a collection of variables representing the
structure of an architectural space, the state of the
environment provided by the architectural space, and
the boundary condition for analysis of the behavior
of the environment. fE represents an algorithm to
compute the change in S E from S A , S E , and S Eo.
dSE
= f E ( SA ,SE ,SEo )
dt

(1 )

A state equation (equation 2) representing a thermal
network is consistent with the formalism of AEM.
†
Where,
M is the heat capacity matrix, C is the heat
conductance matrix, C o is the other heat conductance
matrix to deal with the boundary state, such as
outdoor temperature, and R is the matrix to handle
the boundary input, such as solar radiation. x is the
vector to represent the temperature of each node in
the thermal network, xo is the vector of the boundary
temperatures, and go is the vector of boundary heat
flux. M, C, C o, and R represent the structure of an
architectural space and correspond to S A . xo and go,
which represent the given state of a part of the
architectural environment and that of the occupants,
correspond to S Eo.
M

dx
= C ⋅ x + C o ⋅ xo + R ⋅ g o
dt

Figure 3 Example of Thermal Network
Occupant Model - Agent
Agent is represented as P(Type, Belief, S E , S A ).
Where, Type and Belief are the type of perception and
desire and the belief that characterize the agent in
question. Agent is characterized in terms of Type and
Belief. P is the process of deciding what to do on the
basis of S E and S A . Figure 4 describes the process. It
is assumed that each of the situation perceived and
the action performed is not the same even if each of
S E and S A is the same. Type and Belief are introduced
on the basis of this assumption.

Figure 4 Internal Process of Agent (w/o Learning)
Type

(2 )

Figure 3 shows a thermal network model of the
structure of the architectural space shown in Figure 2.
† The node represents the point whose temperature is
given (white node) or calculated (black node). The
path represents the path of heat transfer between two
nodes. The node with an arrow represents the point
that receives heat flux from somewhere other than the
point represented as the node. The change in the
architectural space is reflected by the change in M, C,
C o, R, xo or, go. In the simulation example shown
later, the heat conductance between room_1 and
outside changes if the window is opened or closed,
and the value of a changes if the air conditioner is
operated.

Type is characterized in terms of sensation and
perception of an architectural environment, perception
of an architectural space, and desire. Sensation and
perception compose the process of acquiring
information about the architectural space and
environment on the basis of S E and S A .
Information about the architectural environment is
acquired on the basis of S E through process fS and fP .
E S = fS(T S, S E ) represents sensation of an architectural
environment. E S represents the sensory experience,
which is information acquired through sensation fS.
T S represents the sensation type, which describes how
each agent senses the architectural environment. If the
sensation types of two agents are not the same, it is
the case that they acquire different information from
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the same architectural environment. Table 3 shows
the sensation types used in the simulation shown
later. The table, for example, indicates that the agent
with sensation type S1 has sensory experience Sn
when the temperature is 25 degree while the agent
with S2 or S3 has sensory experience Sc in the same
environment. Sc, Sn, and Sh refer to the different
content of information. The subscripts, intuitively,
correspond to cold, neutral, and hot, respectively.
Table 3 Sensation Type - Environment
ENVIRONMENT
TEMPERATURE
T < 25
25 =< T < 26
T = 26
26 < T < 27
T = 27
27 < T =< 28
28 < T =< 29
T < 29

SENSATION TYPE
S1
S2
S3
Sc
Sc
Sc
Sn
Sn

experience to the percept are dependent on the
previous percept.
E Pa = fPa(T Pa, S A ) represents the perception process of
an architectural space. The percept of the architectural
space E Pa is constructed on the basis of S A through
perception fPa. T Pa represents the perception type of
the architectural environment. Table 5 describes the
perception types used in the simulation shown later.
The agent with type PS1 perceives only the state of
an air conditioner while the agent with type PS2
perceives the state of a window as well as an air
conditioner. The latter agent distinguishes s1 and s2
since they are perceived differently, but the former
does not.
Table 5 Perception Type – Architectural Space
STATE OF
PERCEPTION TYPE
ARCHITECTURAL SPACE
AND PERCEPT
WINDOW
AC
PS1
PS2
s1 closed(w) power_off(a) PAoff PWclosed, PAoff
s2 open(w)
power_off(a)
PWopen, PAoff
s3 closed(w) power_low(a)
PWclosed, PAon,
PAon,
PAlow
s4 open(w) power_low(a) PAlow PWopen, PAon,
PAlow
s5 closed(w) power_high(a)
PWclosed, PAon,
PAon,
PAhigh
s6 open(w) power_high(a) PAhigh PWopen, PAon,
PAhigh

Sn
Sh
Sh
Sh

Table 4 Perception Type – Environment
PREVIOUS
STATE
EP
ES
Sc
Pcold
Sn
Sh
Sc
Pcool
Sn
Sh
Sc
Pneutral S n
Sh
Sc
Pwarm
Sn
Sh
Sc
Phot
Sn
Sh

PERCEPTION TYPE AND
PERCEPT
P1
P2
P3
Pcold
Pcold
Pcold
Pneutral
Pwarm
Pwarm
Phot
Phot
Phot
Pcold
Pcold
Pcold
Pneutral Pneutral Pneutral
Phot
Phot
Phot
Pcold
Pcold
Pcool
Pneutral Pneutral Pneutral
Phot
Phot
Pwarm
Pcold
Pcold
Pcold
Pneutral Pneutral Pneutral
Phot
Phot
Phot
Pcold
Pcold
Pcold
Pneutral
Pcool
Pcool
Phot
Phot
Phot

The desire process is mapping from the current
percept to another percept. It is a metaphor of the
tendency, in which an agent asks for a certain
situation, which we call an expected percept, if the
current situation is not desirable for the agent. E’P =
fD(T D, E P ) represents the desire process. E’P is
expected corresponding to E P . T D represents the
desire type. Table 6 describes the desire types used in
the simulation example.
Table 6 Desire Type
PERCEPT

E’P = fP (T P , E P , E S) represents the perception process
of an architectural environment. The percept E’P is
constructed on the basis of the sensory experience E S
and the previous percept E P through perception fP . T P
represents the perception type. It describes how each
agent perceives the architectural environment. Table 4
describes the perception types used in the simulation
shown later. In perception type P1, sensory
experience Sc, Sn, and Sh are perceived as Pcold,
Pneutral, and Phot, respectively, independent of the
context, i.e., the previous percept. In perception type
P2 and P3, on the contrary, are context dependent in
the sense that the mappings from the sensory

Pcold
Pcool
Pneutral
Pwarm
Phot

DESIRE TYPE AND EXPECTED
PERCEPT
D1
D2
D3
Pwarm
Pwarm
Pwarm
Pcool
Pcool
Pneutral
Pwarm
Pwarm
Pcool
Pcool
Pcool

Beliefs
A certain action, which is expected to change the
current percept into the expected percept, is decided
through the planning process in an agent. Two kinds
of beliefs affect the planning, i.e., C-belief and P-
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belief. C-belief represents the causal relation between
the percept of the architectural space (E Pa) and that of
the architectural environment (E P ). P-belief represents
the relation among an action and the percepts before
and after the action. An agent may have wrong belief
in the sense that it is not true with respect to the
actual relations among ASM, AEM, and agents.
Table 7 shows C-beliefs employed in the simulation
example. Each content of C-belief is expressed in the
form that ‘if condition then result.’ For example,
BL3a describes that if PWclosed and PAon then
Pcold or Pcool or Pneutral, while BL3b describes if
PAon then Pcold or Pcool or Pneutral. Intuitively,
BL3b is a metaphor of the incomplete belief about
the effect of an air conditioner.
Table 7 C-Belief – Belief on Causal Relation
CONDITION
EPa
BL1 PTo<Tr PWopen

RESULT
EP
Pcold or Pcool or
Pneutral
BL2 PTo>Tr PWopen
Pneutral or
Pwarm or Phot
BL3a
PWclosed PAon Pcold or Pcool or
Pneutral
BL3b
PAon Pcold or Pcool or
Pneutral
BL4a
PWclosed PAoff Pneutral or
Pwarm or Phot
BL4b
PAoff Pneutral or
Pwarm or Phot
BL5
Paon, Pcold or Pcool or
PAhigh Pneutral
BL6
Paon, Pcool or Pneutral
PAlow or Pwarm

the action. For example, OW describes that action
open_window, if it is succeeded, changes the percept
including PWclosed into one of the percept including
PWopen and that the additional condition is that
PAoff is included in the percepts. A course of actions
is planned with respect to P-Belief while the change
in the state of an architectural space is calculated on
the basis of the actual change.
Planning and other Reasoning
An action is planned as follows. Suppose that an
agent desires E’P under E P . The agent infers that
action a, which changes E Pa into E’Pa, should be
performed if ‘if E Pa then E P ’ and ‘if E’Pa then E’P ’
are elements of the agent’s C-Belief and ‘action a
changes E Pa into E’Pa’ is involved in the agent’s PBelief. When the second condition is not hold, the
sequence of action b, which changes E Pa into E”Pa,
and action g , which changes E”Pa into E’Pa, is
planned if ‘action b changes E Pa into E”Pa’ and
‘action g changes E”Pa into E’Pa’ are elements of PBelief.
With the examples of Type and Belief described
above, Agent used in the simulation example is
characterized as shown in Table 9.
Table 9 Type and Belief of Agent
AGENT
A_ 0
A_ 1

TYPE

BELIEF
C-BELIEF
P-BELIEF
S2, P1, BL1, BL2, BL3a, OWa, CW, ON, OF,
PS2, D1 BL4a, BL5, BL6
UP
S2, P1,
BL3b, BL4b, OW, CW, ON, OF,
PS2, D1
BL5, BL6
UP, DN

Suppose that agent A_0 stays in room_0 and A_1
stays in room_1 and that the temperature of each of
the rooms is 28.5 degrees C. Both A_0 and A_1 have
sensory experience Sh with respect to sensation type
S2 and have percept Phot with respect to perception
type P1. In intuitive words, they feel hot. They
desire to have percept Pcool with respect to desire
type D1.

Table 8 P-Belief – Belief on Action
ACTION
NAME
OWa open_window
OW open_window

CHANGE IN PERCEPT
BEFORE
AFTER
PWclosed
PWopen
Pwclosed,
PWopen, (PAoff)
(PAoff)
CW close_window
PWopen
PWclosed
ON
AC_on
PWclosed, PAoff PWclosed,
PAoff, PAlow
OF
AC_off
PAon
PAoff
UP
AC_higher
PAlow, (PAon) PAhigh, (PAon)
DN
AC_lower
PAhigh, (PAon) PAlow, (PAon)

Table 8 shows an example of P-Belief. The content
of P-belief is expressed in the form that ‘action a
changes E Pa into E’Pa.’ The change corresponds to
change <E Pa, E’Pa> explained above but is not
always directly coupled with the actual change since
an agent may have wrong C-Belief. The element in
the parentheses indicates the additional condition of

A_0 infers that the state where PTo<Tr and PWopen
hold, the state where PWclosed and ACon hold, or
the state where PAon and PAhigh hold is expected to
provide the desired percept, i.e., Pcool, with respect
to BL1, BL3a, and BL5 in its C-Belief. If A_0
perceives the state where PWclosed and ACoff hold
then A_0, on the basis of its P-Belief including OW
and ON, plans to perform action open_window or
AC_on. If A_0 perceives the state where PAoff holds
but PTo<Tr doesn’t then A_0 plans to perform
action AC_on with respect to ON in its C-Belief. If
A_0 perceives the state where PAon and PAlow hold
then the agent plans to perform action AC_higher. If
A_0 perceives the state where PWopen holds, the
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Suppose that there are two rooms (room_0, room_1).
They are equivalent to each other in the structure and
properties related to the thermal behavior (figure 5).
Room_0 and Room_1 have occupant (agent) A_0 and
A_1, respectively. The agents are different from each
other only in the contents of C-Belief and P-Belief
(table 9).
The interaction between the thermal behavior of the
rooms and the agents’ action is simulated in this
simulation example. The duration of the simulation
is 10 days with the time interval of 5 minutes. The
air temperature of Tokyo for the estimation of air
conditioning cooling load is used as the outside air
temperature. The solar input, radiative heat transfer,
the heat gain or heat loss from ceilings and floors are
ignored for simplicity. The heat gain from the
occupants in the building is taken into consideration.
wall_1

TIME T_O T_R0
[C]

00:55
01:00
03:35
03:40
05:30

07:20
10:40
17:15
17:20
18:00
18:05
19:10
20:00

PCPT.

ACTION

[C]

A_1
PCPT.

ACTION

26.0 Pneutral
26.0- Pcold AC_lower
26.0- Pcold
AC_off
26.2 Pneutral
28.0+ Phot window_open 28.0- Pneutral
27.9 Pneutral
28.0+ Phot AC_higher
27.1 Pneutral
26.0- Pcold AC_lower

wndow_close
27.8 Pneutral
& AC_on
27.6 Pneutral
28.0+ Phot AC_higher
28.0+ Phot AC_higher 28.0+ Phot AC_higher
26.0 Pneutral
26.0- Pcold AC_lower
26.0- Pcold
AC_off
26.2 Pneutral
28.1 Phot
AC_on
27.0+Pneutral
28.0+ Phot AC_higher 27.1 Pneutral
26.0- Pcold
AC_off
27.2 Pneutral
28.1 Phot
AC_on
27.1 Pneutral
-

T_outside
T_r0

T_r1

CL_r0
CL_r1

35
1000
750
30
500
250
25
0

4000

0:09:24:00

0:09:21:00

0:09:18:00

0:09:15:00

0:09:12:00

0:09:09:00

0:09:06:00

8000

0:09:03:00

-250
20

wall_6

TIME[day:hour:minute]

door_1
wall_3

28.5
32.2
31.4
31.3
30.7
30.6
29.9
29.3

0:09:00:00

wall_0

[C]

T_R1

07:05 28.2 28.0+ Phot

window_0
wall_2
room_0
door_0
door_1

27.6
27.6
27.0
27.0
26.9

A_0

Air Conditioning Cooling Load [W]

SIMULATION EXAMPLE

Table 10. Perception and Action of Agents

Air Temperature [C]

agent plans to perform close_window prior to AC_on.
On the contrary, since BL1 and BL2 are not in A_1’s
C-Belief, the agent plans to perform action AC_on in
the situation where AC_off holds and A_1 plans to
perform action AC_higher in the situation where
both PAon and PAlow hold.

4000

room_1

Figure 6 Air Temperature and Cooling Load

wall_5
wall_4
window_1
4000

Figure5 Planning Layout of the Simulation Model
Table 10 and figure 6 show the interaction between
the indoor climate and the agents’ action. The results
shown in the table and figure are those of ninth day.
Table 10 shows the state of the architectural
environment of each room, the situation perceived
and the actions performed by each agent. T_r0 and
T_r1 indicate the air temperature of room_0 and
room_1, respectively. + and – mean respectively that
the temperature is slightly more than and slightly
less than the temperature. Figure 8 depicts the
fluctuation of the air temperature and the cooling
load.

The interaction between the indoor climate and the
agents are read from the table and figure as follows.
A_0 feels hot (Phot) and opens the window
(open_window) at 03:35. After the event, the air
temperature of room_0 (T_r0) decreases rapidly than
T_r1. A_0 feels cold (Pcold) and turns off the air
conditioner (AC_off) at 17:20 and then the air
temperature of room_0 increases. The difference
between the transition of the air temperature of
room_0 and that of room_1 is shown in the figure.
On the other hand, A_1 feels hot (Phot) at 07:05 and
closes the window (close_window) then turns on the
air conditioner (AC_on). The difference in the
transition can be explained in terms of the difference
between the action pattern of A_0 and that of A_1.
The difference in the action patterns is derived from
the difference in C-Beliefs and P-Beliefs.
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DISCUSSION
The structure of two rooms used in the simulation is
equivalent to each other in terms of the properties
related to the thermal behavior. The two agents are
identical to each other also in the sense that they
show the tendency to feel the indoor climate in the
same way and that the amount of the heat generated
by them are exactly equal. If we focuses on the
thermal properties and the tendency and ignore the
differences in the beliefs of the agents, then the
thermal behavior of on of the rooms and that of the
other are the same. The results of the simulation
example show that the differences in the action
patterns of the agents and the differences in the
patterns in the interaction between the agent and the
architectural environment are derived from the
differences in the beliefs of the agents. This
observation clarifies the significance of the
consideration of the internal properties of human,
which are hard to be represented in terms of the
concepts in physics, in building simulation.
The environmentally symbiotic actions and lifestyles
are greatly independent on the knowledge and belief
that people have and how the quality and the value of
the life are measured. The simulation example shows
that if an agent doesn’t know how a window works
to control the indoor climate then the agent doesn’t
operate a window appropriately. What kind of CBeliefs and P-Beliefs should be given to the agents to
achieve the desirable relation between man and
environment constructed by an architectural space
could be explored by simulating the effect of the
beliefs on the environment. The authors have just
begun the exploration (Fujii and Tanimoto, 2003,
Kondo, Fujii, and Tanimoto, 2003).
There could be another role for the simulation of the
interaction between man and environment. The role
is to explain phenomena described by the empirical
data concerning the indoor climate of a building that
is occupied. Even though the empirical data is
affected by human actions, it is often the case that
the human actions are not described or taken into
consideration in a computational manner. Therefore,
the assumptions on the human actions in an
architectural environment are hardly verified in a
scientific way.
The authors claim that our
representation of the indoor climate-human action
interaction helps the researches in architectural
environment to deal with the human actions.

relations between an architectural space and the
environment provided in the space and about the
actions to control the environment.
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CONCLUSION
A computational framework of the simulation of the
interaction between architectural environment and
human action in the environment is proposed. It is
shown in the simulation example that the framework
can deal with the differences in the beliefs about the
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